
AUTHENTIC INFLUENCE talks with brand leaders about the 
importance of mobilizing customers to become an influential sales force, 
passionate recruiters, and even brand advocates, all in service of achieving 
brand and business outcomes.

THE SHOW
Authentic Influence is a conversational podcast that seeks to get real with 
top marketing minds and learn what authenticity means for their business, 
how to become a marketer of authenticity, and how they identify and 
mobilize customers who are “true believers” of their brand. We also discuss 
the guest’s journey to their current role and personal values they carry with 
them to help drive their personal or professional brands forward.

OUR GUESTS
The guests on Authentic Influence are marketing leaders with some of the 
world’s largest brands who have a core belief that real influence comes 
from their customers and the next evolution of marketing is co-creation 
between the brand and their customers.

OUR AUDIENCE
Our core audience is the peers of our guests – Senior level marketers, 
CMOs, and c-suite executives – who want to gain insights and hear the 
viewpoints of their peers about driving authenticity, mobilizing customers  
to drive business outcomes.

OUR REACH
We distribute the podcast through several methods, including sharing 
on individual and Vivoom corporate socials, an email list of 10k+, and 
paid promotion. As a best practice to increase reach, we recommend 
guests circulate the podcast across their social channels and corporate 
communication networks.
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MISSION
To spread success stories where 
customers are a brand’s most  
vital influencer.

WHY WE EXIST
To share how leading brands, in 
their own words, are reinventing 
the marketing landscape through 
integrating the authentic voice of  
the customers.

AUTHENTIC INFLUENCE  
is hosted by Adam Conner and 
brought to you by Vivoom.

PAST BRANDS WHO HAVE 
BEEN ON OUR SHOW:
We talk with CMO’s who are “best in 
breed” and taking marketing to a new 
level in a connected world.

REAL TALK ABOUT REAL INFLUENCE



OUR ASK 
Ahead of the interview, we’ll have a short phone call for introductions, 
show overview, logistics, and release date helping to make the conversation 
more efficient and pleasurable for our guests (no more than 15 minutes). 
In advance of the interview, we will send over a customized list of question 
areas and talking points which, if the iteration is required, we typically 
discuss beforehand.

We typically need approximately 60 minutes from the guest for the interview. 
The final produced show will run about 35 minutes.

After the interview, we’ll need information on the following: 
1. Any branding which may be applicable for us to use in the episode itself
2. Any brand imagery which we may use (or use as inspiration) for artwork

related to the show
3. Planned amplification of the episode when it launches, both from our

perspective and the brands

TIME LINE CONTACT 

ADAM CONNER

adam.conner@govivoom.com

443-468-8049
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https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/authentic-influence/id1440872576?mt=2
https://open.spotify.com/show/2Z7RuPfjGhBfeyLRlV4qEs?si=M_PcKbvHQ_igXPaV1cl_RA
https://www.podcast.vivoom.co/post/cisco-cmo-karen-walker-on-the-power-of-possible
https://www.podcast.vivoom.co/post/what-s-in-the-cards-for-hallmark-cmo-lindsey-roy



